This is the second in a series of papers investigating the space of Brauer relations of a finite group, the kernel of the natural map from its Burnside ring to the rational representation ring. The first paper classified all primitive Brauer relations, that is those that do not come from proper subquotients. In the case of quasi-elementary groups the description is intricate, and it does not specify groups that have primitive relations in terms of generators and relations. In this paper we provide such a classification in terms of generators and relations for quasi-elementary groups of order p a q.
Introduction
Let G be a finite group. Recall that there is a natural map from the Burnside ring B.G/ of G to the rational representation ring R Q .G/, which sends a G-set to the corresponding permutation representation. In [1] , we have described the kernel K.G/ of this map by giving a set of generators, following the work of Bouc [2] who had described this kernel for p-groups. The purpose of this paper is to make our description more explicit in the most difficult case, that of quasi-elementary groups.
We will write elements of B.G/ as Z-linear combinations P H ÄG a H H , using the identification between transitive G-sets and conjugacy classes of subgroups of G that maps a G-set to a point stabiliser. We call an element of K.G/ a Brauer relation.
If H Ä G, then there is an induction map B.H / ! B.G/, which yields an induction map K.H / ! K.G/. We say that a Brauer relation of G is induced from H if it is in the image of this map. Also, if N C G, then there is an inflation map B.G=N / ! B.G/, which induces a map K.G=N / ! K.G/. We say that a Brauer relation of G is lifted from G=N if it is in the image of this inflation map. We call a relation imprimitive if it is a linear combination of relations that are induced and/or lifted from proper subquotients of G and primitive otherwise. The quotient of K.G/ by the subgroup consisting of imprimitive relations will be denoted by Prim.G/.
The main result of [1] is a group theoretic criterion for Prim.G/ to be non-trivial and a determination of the group structure of Prim.G/ and of a set of generators. This criterion is most complicated when G is quasi-elementary, i.e. when it is of the form G D C Ì P , where C is cyclic and P is a p-group. Write K for the kernel of the conjugation action of P on C . It is shown in [1] that for such a group to have primitive relations, C must be of square-free order, and K must be either trivial, or isomorphic to D 8 , or have normal p-rank one. When K is trivial, a complete description of Prim.G/ is provided by [1, Proposition 6.5 ]. Here, we explicitly describe the structure of those quasi-elementary groups for which Prim.G/ is non-trivial in the case that the order of C is prime and K is non-trivial. We determine the general shape of a presentation for such groups in terms of generators and relations, thereby explicating the criterion of [1, Theorem 7 .30] in this special case.
where C is cyclic of prime order q and P is a p-group with p ¤ q. Suppose that K D ker.P ! Aut C / is either isomorphic to D 8 or has normal p-rank one. A necessary condition for G to have primitive relations is that P must be of the form P D K Ì A, where A acts faithfully on C , and in particular is cyclic of order p m , say, A D hhi. Assume that this condition is satisfied. Let K be generated by c of order p n and possibly x of order 2 or 4 as in Proposition 2.2, and define j; k by hch 1 D c j , hxh 1 D c k x. The following are all the cases in which Prim.G/ is non-trivial, together with the group structure of Prim.G/:
(2) K is cyclic, p D 2, j ¤ 1; moreover, either 1 < n Ä m, or j Á 3 .mod 4/ and the order of j in .Z=2 n Z/ divides 2 m 1 ; in either case, Prim.G/ Š C 2 .
(3) K is generalised quaternion, k is odd, and n < m; Prim.G/ Š C 2 .
(4) K is dihedral, k is even, j ¤˙1, and 2 n j j 2 m 1 1; 2 n j k.j 2 m 1 1/=.j 1/I Prim.G/ Š C 2 .
(5) K is dihedral, k is odd, and either m > n or j ¤˙1; 2 n j .j 2 m 1 1/=.j 1/I Prim.G/ Š C 2 C 2 if m > n and j ¤˙1, and Prim.G/ Š C 2 otherwise.
Our strategy is equally suited to obtaining a concrete result of the same nature when jC j has any other fixed number of prime divisors, although in the case under consideration some substantial simplifications occur, most notably Proposition 2.5.
2 Some general results on the structure of P We recall the relevant results from [1] . Throughout, we assume that G D C Ì P , where C is cyclic of prime order q and P is a p-group with p ¤ q. The kernel of the conjugation action of P on C is denoted by K.
Proposition 2.1 ([1, Proposition 7.6]). If G has a primitive relation, then K is either trivial or isomorphic to D 8 or has normal p-rank one.
Recall that the normal p-rank of a group is defined as the maximal rank of a normal elementary abelian p-subgroup. . Let X be a p-group with normal p-rank one. Then X is one of the following:
the cyclic group C p n D hc j c p n D 1i, the dihedral group D 2 nC1 D hc; x j c 2 n D x 2 D 1; xcx D c 1 i with n 3, the generalised quaternion group,
Notation 2.3. If K is trivial, then Prim.G/ is described explicitly by [1, Proposition 6.5]. From now on, assume that K is either isomorphic to D 8 or has normal p-rank one. In particular, K contains a unique subgroup of order p that is normal in G, which we will denote by C z p . Let H denote the set of those subgroups 1 of P that do not contain C z p , and let H m be the set of elements of H of maximal size. Let C K be either K if K is cyclic, or a cyclic index two subgroup of K that is 384 A. Bartel and T. Dokchitser normal in G otherwise (such an index two subgroup is unique unless K D Q 8 , in which case there may be three such groups, see [1, Notation 7 .9] for details).
Lemma 2.4 ([1, Lemma 7.27]). The group Prim.G/ is generated by relations of the form
for H; H 0 2 H m , where denotes the Möbius function.
Proposition 2.5. If G has a primitive relation, then P is a semi-direct product by K, P D K Ì A, where A acts faithfully on C .
Proof. Since jC j is prime, Aut C is cyclic. So for a subgroup H of P , either the image of H under P ! Aut C is equal to that of P , or H is contained in the preimage under P ! Aut C of the unique index p subgroup of Aut C . Thus, either H m contains a subgroup whose image under P ! Aut C is equal to that of P , or the relations of Lemma 2.4 are all imprimitive by [1, Proposition 3.7]. Suppose for the rest of the proof that H contains a subgroup A of P whose image in Aut C is equal to that of P . If A intersects K trivially, then P must be a semi-direct product K Ì A. In particular, this proves the claim in the cases that K is cyclic or generalised quaternion, since in those cases intersecting K trivially is equivalent to not containing C z p . Suppose that K is dihedral or semi-dihedral (in particular, P is a 2-group). Then P is a semi-direct product by C K . But since the automorphism of C K given by conjugation by a non-central involution of K is not divisible by 2 in Aut C K , this implies that P is a semi-direct product by K and the proof of the proposition is complete.
Lemma 2.6 ([1, Corollary 7.4]). If K is non-trivial and P has cyclic centre, then G has no primitive relations. Hypothesis 2.7. From now on, assume that P is a semi-direct product by K and that the conjugation action of the quotient on K has a non-trivial kernel.
Note that if jKj D p, and in particular P is a direct product, then [1, Proposition 7.29] implies that Prim.G/ Š F p 2 p . In the case that jKj ¤ p, we recall the description of Prim.G/ in the special case under consideration that we want to make explicit. Theorem 2.8 ([1, Theorem 7.30]). Assume that jKj > p. Define a graph whose vertices are the elements of H m and with an edge between H; H 0 2 H m if one of the following applies:
(1) the subgroup generated by H and H 0 is a proper subgroup of P ,
(2) the intersection H \ H 0 is of index p in H and in H 0 , and HH 0 =H \ H 0 is either dihedral, or the Heisenberg group of order p 3 .
Let d be the number of connected components of . Then Prim.G/ Š .
Remark 2.9. If H is a proper subgroup of P , then its image in the Frattini quotient of P is also a proper subgroup. Since the Frattini quotient is abelian, P acts trivially on it by conjugation, so if H 0 is any conjugate of H , H and H 0 never generate the whole of P . Thus, conjugate subgroups always lie in the same connected component of . Notation 2.10. We will retain the notation for the graph described in Theorem 2.8 for the rest of the paper.
K is cyclic
Let K D hc j c p n D 1i; n 2: The only subgroup of K that does not contain C z p is the trivial group, so H consists of subgroups of P that intersect K trivially. We have P D K Ì A where A D hhi is cyclic of order p m , acts faithfully on C and acts as hch 1 D c j on K with j of order dividing p m 1 in .Z=p n Z/ and in particular j Á 1 .mod p/.
All elements of H m are of the form H˛D hc˛hi for 0 Ä˛Ä p n 1. Conversely, such an H˛is a complement of C K in G if and only if H˛\ K D ¹1º if and only if c˛h has order p m . Raising to the s-th power on the right hand side corresponds to multiplying by s on the left hand side and the result follows. Now, From now on assume that either n Ä m or p D 2, j Á 3 .mod 4/, and the order of j in .Z=2 n Z/ divides 2 m 1 .
If˛6 Áˇ.mod p/, then H˛and Hˇtogether generate P . Since n > 1, the group P =H˛\ Hˇcannot be isomorphic to the Heisenberg group of order p 3 , having exponent strictly bigger than p. Finally, P =H˛\ Hˇcan only be isomorphic to a dihedral group if p D 2 and j D 1, in which case any such quotient is dihedral. This completes the proof of cases (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.1.
In all the remaining cases, we have p D 2.
K is semi-dihedral
A presentation of P by generators and relations is given by
Here, k must be even, since if z is the central involution of K, then
The only conjugacy class of non-trivial subgroups of K that do not contain the subgroup C z p D hzi is that of non-central involutions, represented by hxi, so the elements of H are subgroups of P that either intersect K trivially or those that intersect it in hc r xi for some r 2 Z=2 n Z.
Since k is even, h fixes a non-central involution, hc i xh 1 D c kiCk x, and i can be chosen such that c kiCk D 1. So without loss of generality, replacing x by c i x for such an i , assume that k D 0. In particular, elements of H m have size 2 mC1 and are isomorphic to C 2 C 2 m .
We claim that all elements of H m are contained in hc 2 ; h; xi, so that any two of them generate a proper subgroup of P , which will show that G has no primitive relations when K is semi-dihedral. Indeed, any element of H m is of the form hc r h; c s xi, with the two generators commuting, and it suffices to show that both r and s must be even. Since 1 D .c s x/ 2 D z s , s must be even. Moreover, the condition that the two generators commute implies that
as required.
K is generalised quaternion
A presentation for P by generators and relations is
Since every non-trivial subgroup of K contains C z 2 , H consists of subgroups of P that intersect K trivially. Note that it follows from the fact that j is odd that the parity of k is independent of the choice of x.
Case 1: k even. Then h, x, and c are independent in the Frattini quotient of P , which is therefore three-dimensional. Since elements of H are cyclic, no two of them can generate P , so the graph has only one connected component and G has no primitive relations.
Case 2: k odd. The Frattini quotient of P is then two-dimensional and has exactly three lines, generated by the images of x, h, and xh, respectively. Only two of these can be images of elements of H m , the lines generated by the images of h and xh. The structure of K implies that two elements of H m never satisfy condition (2) of Theorem 2.8, so we deduce that there is no edge between the vertices of corresponding to H; H 0 2 H m if and only if their images in the Frattini quotient of P are the lines generated by h and xh, respectively, and that Prim.G/ Š C 2 if and only if there exists an H 2 H m with image hxhi in the Frattini quotient, and is trivial otherwise.
An arbitrary element of H m is of the form hhx ı c r i for ı 2 ¹0; 1º and 0 Ä r Ä 2 m 1, and a group of this form is in H if and only if hx ı c r has order 2 m (in general, the order is greater than or equal to 2 m ). Such a group has image equal to that of hxhi in the Frattini quotient if and only if ı D 1. We have 
K is dihedral
In this case P is given by generators and relations as
D c k x; hch 1 D c j ; n 2; j 2 .Z=2 n Z/ ; k 2 Z=2 n Zi:
We have the following identities, which we will use repeatedly:
(6.1)
Recall that by Hypothesis 2.7, h 2 m 1 acts trivially on K. Equations (6.1) and (6.2) imply that this condition is equivalent to 2 n j j 2 m 1 1; i.e. 2 n j .j 2 1/2 m 2 ; and´2 n j k2 m 1 ; j D 1; 2 n j k.j 2 m 1 1/=.j 1/; j ¤ 1;
which we assume throughout. For any i 2 Z=2 n Z, we have
.xh/ 2 m D .c k h 2 / 2 m 1 D c k.j 2 m 2 Cj 2 m 4 C Cj 2 C1/ h 2 m : (6.4)
There are two conjugacy classes of non-trivial subgroups of K that do not contain C z 2 , represented by any hc even xi and any hc odd xi, respectively. Case 1: k even. Then equation (6.3) implies that c k=2 h has order 2 m and so without loss of generality, h may be replaced by c k=2 h, which acts trivially on x by conjugation. Thus assume without loss of generality that k D 0. Also equation (6.4) implies that, in this case, xh has order 2 m , so h can always be replaced by xh, which shows that for any j , the choices j and j yield isomorphic groups.
The elements of H m are isomorphic to C 2 C 2 m . More precisely, a general element of H m is of the form hc ı x; c hi with the two generators commuting and with c h having order 2 m .
We first claim that if j D˙1, i.e. if P D K A, then G has no primitive relations. Indeed, suppose without loss of generality that j D 1. First note that
Let H 1 D hc ı 1 x; c 1 hi; H 2 D hc ı 2 x; c 2 hi 2 H m . If ı 1 D ı 2 (or indeed if they have the same parity), then H 1 and H 2 together generate a proper subgroup of P and so lie in one connected component of (see Theorem 2.8, condition (1)). If ı 1 ¤ ı 2 but 1 D 2 , then H 1 \ H 2 has index 2 in each of them and the group H 1 H 2 =H 1 \ H 2 is dihedral, so again they lie in the same connected component (Theorem 2.8, condition (2)). Finally, if we have ı 1 ¤ ı 2 and 1 ¤ 2 , then H 3 D hc ı 2 x; c 1 hi 2 H m also, and the same argument can be applied to the pairs H 1 , H 3 and H 2 , H 3 to show that H 1 and H 2 lie in the same component of . Now suppose that j ¤˙1. We will show that in this case Prim.G/ D C 2 . Replacing h by xh if necessary, we may assume that j Á 3 .mod 4/. First, we claim that if hc ı x; c hi 2 H m , then ı Á .mod 2/. Indeed,
which forces and ı to have the same parity, since j 1 Á 2 .mod 4/. Moreover, for any given , this equation has a solution for ı and vice versa.
If H 1 D hc ı 1 x; c 1 hi, H 2 D hc ı 2 x; c 2 hi 2 H m satisfy ı 1 Á ı 2 .mod 2/, and therefore also 1 Á 2 .mod 2/, then H 1 and H 2 generate a proper subgroup of P , so there is an edge between the corresponding vertices of . It follows that has at most two connected components, represented by H odd with ı 1 odd and H even with ı 2 even. It remains to show that two such groups exist in H m and that they lie in distinct connected components of . Now, there exists an H odd 2 H m if and only if c odd h has order 2 m , or equivalently (by (6.3)) 2 n j .j 2 m 1/=.j 1/, or again equivalently (since j Á 3 .mod 4/) 2 nC1 j j 2 m 1, or equivalently (by Lemma 3.1) 2 nC1 j .j 2 1/2 m 1 . This holds by assumption.
Clearly, H odd and H even together generate P , so it is enough to show that H odd \ H even is of index greater than 2 in either subgroup. If the intersection was of index 2, then it would contain an element of order 2 m 1 . But H odd has only two elements of order 2 m 1 , namely
and similarly for H even . The former is in H even if and only if
which is impossible since 1 , 2 have distinct parities and j is assumed to be not equal to -1 in Z=2 n Z. Similarly, e 2 is in H even if and only if
which is also impossible since ı 1 ı 2 is odd, while . 2 1 /.j C 1/ is even. This finishes the proof of case (4) of Theorem 1.1.
Case 2: k is odd. In this case no complement of C K in P fixes a non-central involution of K. Notation 6.1. Elements of H m are either isomorphic to C 2 m and are complements of C K in P , or isomorphic to C 2 C 2 m 1 and generated by the unique index 2 subgroup of a complement of C K in P and by a non-central involution of K. We call the two kinds of elements of H m full image subgroups and half image subgroups, respectively, according to their image in Aut C .
We begin by counting the number of elements of H m of each of the two kinds. An arbitrary full image subgroup of P is of the form H g D hghi for g 2 K, and conversely, such a group is in H if and only if gh has order 2 m . By our assumptions (cf. (6.3)), this is satisfied for g D c i for any i 2 Z=2 n Z. Also, by (6.4), xh has order 2 m if and only if
which we assume to hold for j D 1, while for j ¤ 1 the condition is equivalent to m > n by Lemma 3.1. Since replacing h by c i h for any i changes neither j nor the parity of k, the same condition holds for hx 0 hi 2 H for any non-central involution x 0 of K. It follows that there are 2 n full image subgroups of P if m Ä n, and 2 nC1 otherwise.
Next we determine which of these subgroups are conjugate in P . The orbit of any full image subgroup H under P -conjugation has size jP =N P H j D jP =C P H j. The last equality follows from the fact that H is a complement in a semi-direct product. Since H does not commute with any non-central involution of K, we have
The centraliser has size 2 m .j 1; 2 n /, so the orbit has size 2 nC1 =.j 1; 2 n /. Note that if m Ä n, then our assumptions imply that j Á 3 .mod 4/. Indeed, otherwise v 2 ..j 2 m 1 1/=.j 1// D m 1 < n;
contradicting the assumption that 2 n j .j 2 m 1 1/=.j 1/. Thus, if m Ä n, there is one orbit of full image subgroups of P . If on the other hand m > n, then H x is also a full image subgroup with centraliser
Replacing h by xh if necessary, we may assume that j Á 3 .mod 4/. Then the orbit of H D H 1 has size 2 n and the other orbits have all size 2 nC1 =.j C 1; 2 n /.
We deduce that the total number of orbits is 1 C 2 n 2 nC1 =.j C 1; 2 n / D 1 C .j C 1; 2 n / 2 :
From now on, assume without loss of generality that j Á 3 .mod 4/. To summarise the computations, we have Proposition 6.2. If m Ä n, then H 1 represents the unique conjugacy class of full image subgroups in H m . Otherwise, the distinct conjugacy classes of full image elements of H m are represented by ¹H g º, g 2 ¹1; x; cx; : : : ; c .j C1;2 n / 1 xº.
We now turn to the computation of half image elements of H m . These are of the form B D hc b x ı h 2 ; c a xi:
Multiplying c b x ı h 2 by c a x if necessary we may assume ı D 0, and denote the resulting group by B a;b . We have
The two generators commuting is equivalent to 2b C k.j C 1/ C a.j 2 1/ Á 0 .mod 2 n /; (6.5) which, given any a 2 Z=2 n Z, has two solutions for b. This yields at most 2 nC1 half image subgroups. Moreover, since any solution of (6.5) automatically satisfies v 2 .2b/ v 2 .j C 1/, we claim that c b h 2 has order 2 m 1 (the minimal possible), so that any such B a;b really does represent an element of H m . Indeed, When j 2 6 Á 1 .mod 2 n /, b j 2 m 1 j 2 1 D j 2 m 1 1 j 1 b j C 1 .j 2 m 1 C 1/:
The three terms on the right have 2-adic valuations v 2 .2 n /, 1 and 1 respectively, so the product is a multiple of 2 n . When j 2 Á 1 .mod 2 n /, the same computation together with Lemma 3.1 proves that b2 m 1 is a multiple of 2 n , as required. Thus, the half image subgroups of P are precisely B a;b for any solution a; b of (6.5).
Lemma 6.3. There are two conjugacy classes of half image maximal groups in H : for any a the representatives are B a;b ; B a;b 0 , where b; b 0 are the two different solutions of (6.5).
Proof. Because conjugation by h acts on the non-central involutions of K as x 7 ! c i x, i odd, and conjugation by c maps x 7 ! c 2 x, all non-central involutions of K are P -conjugate. Because the orbit of c a x has length 2 n , its centraliser has size 2 mC1 , so it must be C z 2 B a;b . Therefore the normaliser of B a;b is of the same size (a normalising element must fix B a;b \ K D ¹1; c a xº), so its orbit has size 2 n as well.
Finally, we determine which vertices of corresponding to the elements of H m are connected by an edge, and hence the structure of Prim.G/. Lemma 6.4. If j D 1, then the unique full image subgroup of P that intersects a half image subgroup in an index 2 subgroup is H . If j ¤ 1, then there are no such full image subgroups.
Proof. We always have the full image group H D hhi. The unique index 2 subgroup of H is a subgroup of a half image group if and only if b D 0 is a solution of (6.5) (for some a), which it is if and only if j Á 1 .mod 2 n /.
Other full image groups (in the case m > n) are generated by c d xh for some d . The square of this element is c d k dj h 2 . The exponent b is odd, so it cannot solve (6.5), since j C 1 Á 0 .mod 4/.
